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The capacities of  disk drives and computer memories dramatically increase over time.  Current
capacities make feasible a variety of memory-intensive solutions to hard engineering problems.  In
this research, we will explore fast, memory-intensive algorithms for image synthesis and analysis,
with application to realtime facial synthesis and super-resolution.

Real-time facial synthesis

Users of video cell phones may want to be able to choose the video persona that appears at the
receiver's end.  The displayed face could be that of a celebrity, or else the user's own face under
favorable lighting, dress, and make-up. An option on cell phones could be the "output persona", and
inclusion of this feature could provide a competitive advantage over other cell phone vendors or
service providers.

However, the output display should reflect the expressions and motions of the user as he or she
talks into the phone. To achieve that requires analyzing the speaker's face, and synthesizing a
photo-realistic modified face in real time.  Model-based approaches have been proposed [1], as well
as some image-based rendering solutions [2], but photorealistic results have not been achieved in
realtime.

A memory-intensive approach offers a solution to this problem.  Long sequences can be recorded
from a target output face.  These sequences can be analyzed offline to find jump points that allow
smooth transitions between sequences.  This is in the spirit of the recent video textures work [3].
The sequences can also be translated or rotated into canonical positions or orientations to allow
additional possible jump points.

We will drive the target output face from live video of the input face with a fast analysis of the
motion and pose of the input face.  At each instant, we will select which frame of the output face to
display, striking a compromise between displaying natural motions of the output face (displaying
them almost in the sequence that they appeared) and matching the input motions as well as possible
(displaying the closest match to the input face).

As a specific example, using 2 or 3 hours of the video of  former U.S. President Clinton's
depositions, we should be able to synthesize photorealistic images of President Clinton's face, in his
natural cadences, but reflecting the motions and expressions of a user seated in front of a camera.

Technical issues to be  addressed in the  research include: methods to prune and store the large
dataset of the output faces.  What method to analyze the input face will  best maintain the
expressions and motions of the input speaker in the re-rendered output?   What is the best way to
translate  the style of the  input person's facial motions  into the style of those of the output person,
which relates to our earlier work in analyzing style and content [4].



Super-resolution

The above application synthesizes output images at once from large regions of the training images
(the whole face).  Example-based image synthesis can also be applied to small regions of the
image, as exemplified in a second application, super-resolution.  A user wants to see a much higher
resolution version of some received still or moving image.  A conventional image interpolation
algorithm, such as cubic spline interpolation,  would give a very blurred image.  This work would
have application in image compression and enhancement, as well as for the enlargement of
consumer digital or film photographs.

We have recently demonstrated a training-based method that gives much higher resolution image
synthesis [5].  A large database stores many pairs of high and low resolution image patches.  The
input low-resolution image specifies a collection of high resolution candidate patches at each
position.  A compatibility constraint between neighboring high resolution patches is used to select
the best candidate at each position.   Researchers at the Kodak Imaging Science Technology
Laboratory compared out algorithm with five other image interpolation algorithms, using eight
naïve observers in preference test.  Six out of the eight observers ranked our algorithm the highest.

However, in some images, artifacts occur, and to become practical this method needs to be artifact-
free.  We believe that the lack of local image information leads to erroneous synthesis outputs.  We
want to study combining a low-level estimate of the local region class with the local context
information to select the best candidate high resolution patch.  Furthermore, pruning of redundant
entries in the database will allow more efficient use of training data.  We hope these improvements
make artifacts infrequent enough for practical use.

This super-resolution method has recently been generalized to allow fast texure synthesis [6, 7].
This opens the possibility for a variety of unexplored application areas using example-based image
synthesis: combining object pose analysis with image synthesis to re-render a known set of objects
under different lighting conditions, or in different appearance styles.  These possible research
directions could have applications to on-line shopping, or interactive games.
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